“Absolutely, Positively, the BEST Tactical Duty Gear EVER.”

The ULTIMATE JACKET™
50 Secret Pockets, Endless Possibilities.

1) Ninja-style mask is quickly removed from collar pocket and;
2) can be worn to conceal identity.
3) Disposable latex gloves are retrieved from outer sleeve pocket.
4) Gloves should be worn prior to infiltration to prevent fingerprinting.
5) Entering the inner sleeve pocket;
6) provides access to a high-intensity, low-visibility red light to assist in seeing without being seen.
7) Procured documents slip easily into large back pocket.

Of all the recent “life as art” innovations to hit the market, this one steals the prize. Based on field research that revealed private investigators, magicians, and ninjas all using secret pockets in their day-to-day activities, the Center for Tactical Magic developed the Ultimate Jacket. This inconspicuous, yet stylish, garment conceals no less than fifty (count ‘em: five-0) secret pockets. Made from an abrasive-resistant, non-reflective, breathable, waterproof material, the Ultimate Jacket is designed to hold a vast array of useful items for everyday interdiction. Fully reversible with removable sleeves, these threads are the perfect complement for any tactical operation, public intervention, emergency situation, or social occasion. But the real power of this piece is not the fashionable good looks, the well-crafted functionality, or even the immense capacity of all those pockets... It’s the capacity to empower the wearer with an enhanced level of autonomy and agency. And yes, it is absolutely, positively, the best tactical duty gear ever!
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